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underpinned  by Safe System approach  
Decade of Action for Road Safety 2011-2020 

underpinned  by Safe System approach  
Decade of Action for Road Safety 2011-2020 



World Health Organisation (WHO) 
Safe System Approach underpins WHO’s strategy  

OECD International Transport Forum 
Safe System Approach underpins ambitious targets 



New Zealand Fatalities 

Source: New Zealand Ministry of Transport: http://www.transport.govt.nz/research/annualroadtollhistoricalinformation/ 
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How did the safe system 
approach come about? 

• Safe System thinking evolved from visions emerging 
in Sweden and The Netherlands in the mid-1990s 
and then later from Australia at the turn of the 
century in 1999 to 2002. 

 

• However, its application relied on road authorities 
and others interpreting the principles and planning 
actions consistent with this thinking 

 

Grzebieta RH, Mooren L and Job S, (2013). Introduction (or Reintroduction) to the Safe 
System Approach, Roadside Safety Design and Devices, International Workshop, Milan  
Italy July 2012, Transportation Research Circular E-C172, Transportation Research Board. 



• experts in 1999 called for a “paradigm shift” in road 
safety thinking 

• development and management of a road traffic 
transport system that is inherently safe for human 
users 

• Human error tolerant road transport system 
• System must be actively or passively aware of human 

error and compensate for it 

How did the safe system 
approach come about? 

Grzebieta RH, Mooren L and Job S, (2013). Introduction (or Reintroduction) to the Safe 
System Approach, Roadside Safety Design and Devices, International Workshop, Milan  
Italy July 2012, Transportation Research Circular E-C172, Transportation Research Board. 

Injury Epidemiology 
Haddon Matrix (1968) – US NHTSA 
 
 
 
 
 
• Discrete injury factors systematically identified 
• Counter-measures introduced based on cost-benefit  
• Served us well but masks system failures, and… 

  
 



Humans are a big problem 
- to err is human 

Human 

Vehicle Road 

• Human factors contribute in 
90-95% fatal crashes 

• Deduction: we try to change 
the human problem 

• We try to make them obey 
laws and not make mistakes 

• But… humans can’t be totally 
fixed, … sometimes they don’t 
want to be, so… 

• important to recognise humans make errors 
• assess consequences of those errors 
• propose countermeasures that reduced crash severity 

to survivable limits and/or eliminate or compensate 
for the human error 

• shift responsibility from emphasis on road users 
responsible for behaviour on the road to a greater 
responsibility for road system designers and managers 
to build safe guards into the system to prevent injury-
causing crashes 

• No more trading off lives for benefit of mobility and 
cost efficiency – more humanistic ethical approach 

Safe System principles? 



Murray advocated 
Federal Australian 
Design Rules were 

completely inadequate 
(still are ≈ 1-2 star ANCAP rating) 

resulting in many 
senseless deaths and 

serious injuries 

Murray (1994)  

Australian Design Rules stalemate   
ANCAP Introduced – 1993  



Australian Design Rules stalemate   
ANCAP Introduced – 1993  

• Experts and researchers were already concerned 
advocating change in the years prior to the arrival of 
Tingval to Australia (to lead MUARC at Monash 
University – 1998) 

• (Soames) Job et al (1989) 
 

“many fatalities occur not because of driver error but because of driver error 
combined with a negligent designed road system and a politically acceptable 
but technically substandard vehicle. Most of us would not condone a legal 
system which handed out the death penalty (or permanent disability) for 
"crimes" such as the misjudging of the camber of the road or driving when 
slightly drowsy, so we should not accept a politically determined traffic system 
which metes out such penalties” 

d h l d d

Introduction of Vision Zero Concepts in Australia 

Job, RFS, Fleming, E.J., & Brecht, G.P. (1989), Traffic accidents are a political issue, (letter), 
Medical Journal of Australia, 151, 356. 



Vision 20%? 
• Accepted by road engineers that around 15-20% 

of people would not recover from a crash based 
on US AASHTO Roadside Design Guide 

– Clear zone, 9m  

– Median, 9m – barrier optional 

 

 

 
 

Published post introduction of Safe Systems in 2004. 
Austroads, Guide To Road Safety Part 6: Road Safety Audit,                     
Pub No ACRS06/09 
Austroads, Guide To Road Safety Part 6: Road Design, Safety and Barriers, 
Pub No ACRS06/10 

Perth  (100 km/h) 



 TARS 

Eastern Freeway 
Melbourne 

Clear zone? 

Wire rope barriers now  
installed 

 TARS 

Eastern Freeway Now –  
trauma reduced by around 90% 
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Princess Diana crash 

No barrier 
Impact into column! 

Around  
85-90 km/h 

31 August 1997 

80 km/h 
 

Not survivable 
speed at impact 



Melbourne– 80 km/h 

Counter-measure applied 



Counter-measure applied 

• Murray, Grzebieta and Rechnitzer researching and 
highlighting various flaws in vehicles and the Australian 
road system & vehicles in the 1990’s: 
– geometric T-bone crash compatibility heavy vehicles & cars  
– poor roof strength for rollover crashworthiness  
– inadequate truck under-run barriers decapitating drivers 
– spearing w-beam roadside barriers  
– roadside pole and tree impacts. 
– inadequate near and far side impact occupant protection 
– poor frontal impact compatibility between trams and buses 

and pedestrians 

bi d h i hi d

Introduction of Vision Zero Concepts in Australia 



• Concepts of Vision Zero introduced by Tingvall 
in 1998. A breath of fresh air for the experts 
and research advocating a paradigm shift in 
road safety thinking  
Tingvall, C., The Swedish Vision Zero and how Parliamentary approval was obtained, paper 
presented at the Australasian Road Safety Research, Policing and Education Conference, 
Wellington, New Zealand, 1998.  
 

• Community & political push-back – zero 
deaths is impossible! Too expensive to get rid 
of all deaths. Ridiculous proposition! 

How did the safe system 
approach come about? 

• Tingvall and Haworth (1999) then recommended that State of 
Victoria adopt Vision Zero as the only way to radically reduce 
the road deaths.  

• Drop road travel speeds to align speeds with the inherent 
safety of the system as a practical start.  

• Long term maximum speed limits for differing types of road 
infrastructure were recommended, assuming best practice 
vehicle safety design and 100% restraint use 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tingvall, C., Haworth, N., Vision Zero – an ethical approach to safety and mobility, in 6th ITE 
International Conference – Road safety and Traffic Enforcement: Beyond 2000, Melbourne, 1999. 

How did the safe system 
approach come about? 

km/h 
km/h 
km/h 
km/h 



• Grzebieta, Rechnitzer, Fildes continued publishing work on 
risks inherent in the road system & advocating a Vision Zero 
approach applying political pressure at State and National 
level – eg: 
– Rechnitzer & Grzebieta (1999, 2001) Crashworthy systems – a paradigm shift 

in road safety design Part I & II  

– Fildes (2001) Achieving the national strategy target: a role for Vision Zero? 

– Grzebieta & Rechnitzer (2002) Vision Zero – The need for Crashworthy 
Systems. 

– Grzebieta & Rechnitzer (March 2002) Deadly Design – Newspaper Editorial 

– Grzebieta & Rechnitzer (April 2002) Designs for Death - Newspaper Editorial 

Mooren L., Grzebieta R.H., Job S., Safe System – Comparisons of this Approach in Australia, Proc. 
Australasian College of Road Safety National Conference - A SAFE SYSTEM – MAKING IT HAPPEN!, 
Melbourne, 1-2 September, 2011 

How did the safe system 
approach come about? 

Applying media pressure 

Mooren L., Grzebieta R.H., Job S., Safe System – Comparisons of this Approach in Australia, 
Proc. Australasian College of Road Safety National Conference - A SAFE SYSTEM – MAKING 
IT HAPPEN!, Melbourne, 1-2 September, 2011 



Mooren L., Grzebieta R.H., Job S., Safe System – Comparisons of this Approach in Australia, 
Proc. Australasian College of Road Safety National Conference - A SAFE SYSTEM – MAKING 
IT HAPPEN!, Melbourne, 1-2 September, 2011 

Applying media pressure 

Evidence and Knowledge was building! 



Safe System model - 2004 

Howard, E., Implementing a "Safe System" approach to road safety in Victoria, 
in Proc. Road Safety Research, Policing and Education Conference, 2004. 

Revisit science 

• Psychology: people, being human, make mistakes 
– We can – to a degree – force deliberate behavioural change, but less so 

accidental behaviour change 
 
Reason, J., Manstead, A., Stradling, S., Baxter, J. & Campbell, K. (1990) Errors and violations on the 
roads: A real distinction? Ergonomics, 33(10/11) 1315-1332 
 

• Physics: the body cannot withstand impacts of 
certain severity, e.g. crash severity driving: 



 TARS 

What is a survivable impact ? 

20 km/hr ? 

 TARS 

  What is a survivable crash? 
   Safe System Approach �� 
  
 

 
 

 

Source: Wramborg, P. (2005). A New Approach to a Safe and Sustainable Road Structure and Street Design for Urban Areas. 
Paper presented at Road Safety on Four Continents Conference, Warsaw Poland. 
http://www.internationaltransportforum.org/jtrc/safety/targets/08TargetsSummary.pdf 

Make crashes survivable – intrinsic safety  
 

 

Design speed 
impact limit for 

survival – 
recoverable injury 

WORK ZONE 
LIMITS 



 TARS 

  What is a survivable crash? 
   Safe System Approach �� 
  
 

 
 

 

Source: Wramborg, P. (2005). A New Approach to a Safe and Sustainable Road Structure and Street Design for Urban Areas. 
Paper presented at Road Safety on Four Continents Conference, Warsaw Poland. 
http://www.internationaltransportforum.org/jtrc/safety/targets/08TargetsSummary.pdf 

Frontal crash 
or hard object crash 

Make crashes survivable – intrinsic safety  
 

 

Real world 
with poor 

enforcement 

Real worlde
wwith poorw

enfforcemenf

NZ’s default limit 
50km/h is high! 

 TARS 

Pedestrian impact at night  

Pedestrian impact survivability 



 TARS 

Crash reconstruction 
glancing blow in this instance  

 TARS 

Pedestrian impact survivability 
Pedestrian impact at night  

Street light 



 TARS 

Crash reconstruction 

Perception reaction time 

From around 1.0 second to up to 2.5 seconds 
depending on the experience and alertness of the driver 

but commonly adopt 1.5 seconds  

detect the presence of the pedestrian 
identify that the pedestrian represents a hazard 
decide action to be taken 
react or respond by taking action (e.g. apply brakes)  

 TARS 

V = vehicle velocity 
a = deceleration 

D= length of skid 

Speed from skid equation 



Perception + Reaction + Braking 
Stopping distance 

 

 

STOPPING 
DISTANCE = 

Perception + Identification + Decision + Reaction 

+ 

BRAKING 

0.5 to 2 seconds 

 TARS 

Visibility and lighting  

At 36 meters away from crossing pedestrian using low beam lights  



 TARS 

Visibility and lighting  

At 36 meters away from crossing pedestrian using high beam lights  

 TARS 

Visibility and lighting  

At 20 meters away from crossing pedestrian using low beam lights  



 TARS 

Visibility and lighting  

At 14 meters away from crossing pedestrian using low beam lights  

 TARS 

Crash reconstruction 

Is it possible to brake in time? 
Assuming 1.5 seconds P-R and speed of 50 km/h  

Car traveling at around 14 m/sec 
In 1.5 seconds travels around 21 metres 
Not possible to perceive and react in time! 
 

IMPACT AT 50 km/h  
= Jumping off a 3 storey building 
 



 TARS 

Crash reconstruction 

Assuming 1.5 seconds P-R and speed of 40 km/h  

Car traveling at around 11 m/sec 
In 1.5 seconds travels around 17 metres 
Car will brake for 3 metres (needs around 10 metres to 

stop) and will strike pedestrian at around 33 km/h 
 

IMPACT AT 33 km/h  
= Jumping off a house roof 
 

(Assuming 1 second P-R  - impact speed is 17 km/h)  

Is it possible to brake in time? 

 TARS 

Crash reconstruction 

Assuming 1.5 seconds P-R and speed of 30 km/h  

Car traveling at around 8.3 m/sec 
In 1.5 seconds travels around 12.5 metres 
Car needs around 6 metres to stop 
 

NO IMPACT!!!! 
 

Is it possible to brake in time? 



 TARS 

Source: Wramborg, P. (2005). A New Approach to a Safe and Sustainable Road Structure and Street Design for Urban Areas. 
Paper presented at Road Safety on Four Continents Conference, Warsaw Poland. 
http://www.internationaltransportforum.org/jtrc/safety/targets/08TargetsSummary.pdf 

   Safe System Approach  
  
 

Intersections controlled by 4 way stop or signals 
 

 

Real world 
with poor 

enforcement 
Real world 
with poor 

enforcement 



Truck crash into car side (vehicle aggresivity) 
    

Truck crash into car side (vehicle aggresivity) 
    

Rechnitzer G. and Grzebieta R.H., Crashworthy Systems – a paradigm shift in road safety design, Transport 
Engineering in Australia, IEAust, Vol.5, No.2, Dec. 1999, (also presented and in proceedings of “Aus Top Tec” 
Topical Technical Symposia, Society of Automotive Engineers Australia, Melbourne, Aug 1999).  



Truck crash into car side (vehicle aggresivity) 
    

Rechnitzer G. and Grzebieta R.H., Crashworthy Systems – a paradigm shift in road safety design, Transport 
Engineering in Australia, IEAust, Vol.5, No.2, Dec. 1999, (also presented and in proceedings of “Aus Top Tec” 
Topical Technical Symposia, Society of Automotive Engineers Australia, Melbourne, Aug 1999).  

Existing old truck fleet - override 

Grzebieta & Rechnitzer and Crashworthy Systems – a paradigm shift in road safety design 
(part II), Transport Engineering in Australia, IEAust, Vol. 7, Nos. 1&2, Dec 2001.  



Grzebieta & Rechnitzer and Crashworthy Systems – a paradigm shift in road safety 
design (part II), Transport Engineering in Australia, IEAust, Vol. 7, Nos. 1&2, Dec 2001.  
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1-90 Toyota Cresida Sedan  
 

8-88 Ford Falcon Sedan 
 

15-98 Ford Sedan 
 2-93 Hyundi Hatch 

 
9-89 Mitsubishi Magna Wagon 16-98 Holden Commodore 

 
3-83 Toyota Corolla Sedan 
 

10-70 Mercedes B Sedan 
 

17-98 Honda Coupe  
 4-86 Honda Accord Sedan 

 
11-96 Daewoo Sedan 
 

18-98 Mitsubishi sedan 
 5-72 Kingswood Sedan 

 
12-97 Mazda Sedan 
 

19-98 Toyota Sedan 
 6-81 Volvo Wagon 

 
13-98 Audi Sedan 
 

20-99 Nissan Sedan 
 7-83 Toyota Land Cruiser 

 
14-98 Daihatsu Pyzar Wagon 
 

  
 Grzebieta & Rechnitzer and Crashworthy Systems – a paradigm shift in road safety 

design (part II), Transport Engineering in Australia, IEAust, Vol. 7, Nos. 1&2, Dec 2001.  



 TARS 

Vehicle aggressivity 

 TARS 

4WD into car – head hits bonnet with high HIC 



 TARS 

T-Bone with air-curtain 

US Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 



Roundabout – naturally controls speed and 
directional impact forces at intersections 

reducing T-bone impact severity  

Roundabout – naturally controls speed and 
directional impact forces at intersections 

reducing T-bone impact severity  



 TARS 

  Frontal Crash 
  
 

 
 

 Make crashes survivable – intrinsic safety  
 

 

Real world 
with poor 

enforcement 

Real world 
with poor 

enforcement 

Design speed 
impact limit for 

survival – 
recoverable injury 

(40) (20) (50) (60) (30) (70) 
(mph) 

Frontal crash 
or hard object 
crash 

Real world 
with poor 

enforcemen

Frontal cras
or hard obje
crash

 TARS 

 What is a survivable impact? 

Murray N.W., When it Comes to the Crunch, The mechanics of Car Collisions, World Scientific, 
Singapore, 1994 

V = vehicle velocity 

g = gravity acceleration 
  = 9.18 m/sec2 

h = height above ground 



 TARS 

At 60 km/h, driving off a 3 story building. 

At 80 km/h, driving off a 6 story building 

At 100 km/h, driving off a 10 storey building 

At 120 km/h, driving off a 14 storey building   

 What is a survivable impact? 

Impact not survivable at speeds > 80 km/h  

Speed limit set at 100 km/h.  

Crash into tree 
not survivable at 
this speed 

Photo Source: Eric Howard, 
Safe Systems Course 



The majority of single vehicle crashes usually 
result from fatigue – around 30% of crashes 

Typical Roadside Fatigue Near Miss Crash 

The majority of single vehicle crashes usually 
result from fatigue – around 30% of crashes 

Typical Roadside Fatigue Crash 

Source: Transport Accident Commission, Victoria  



Not wearing a seat belt = spinal fractures 

Source: Transport Accident Commission, Victoria  

Rollover Crashes – typical Aussie rollover crash 

Fatigue or speed related rural crashes 

Source: Land Engineering Agency (Australian Army) 



Video Courtesy: Xprts LLC – Goleta California USA 

Rollover crashes – ejection! 

 

   Wire-rope median barriers have 
dramatically reduced crashes world wide  

 

• Barriers 
• Tactile centre lining 
• Improved curve 
delineation 

• Shoulder sealing 



Safer Roads (100-110 km/h) 
Duplication 

(but must also include median barriers only 4 star AusRAP) 

Photo Source: Eric Howard, Safe Systems Course 

Reducing tree impacts – chopping down trees to provide large 
clear zones? Little or no approval from green supporters  



Protection against tree impacts & hazards, drains, 
culverts, median cross over. 

 
Wire-rope in combination with tactile line 
marking (rumble strips) – very effective in 

reducing fatal and serious injury fatigue crashes 

  

Wire-rope barrier installation 
• NZ Centenial Highway 

– 1996 to 2000:  8 fatalities, 2 serious injury and 7 
minor 

– 2001 to 2004 removed passing lanes & wide 
yellow double tactile lines & reflectors & signs: 4 
fatalities 2 serious injuries 2 minor injuries 

– 2005 to 2009 installed wire-rope median 
barriers and dropped speed limit to 80 km/h: 
No fatalities, No serious injuries, 3 minor 
injuries.  

 Source: Marsh F. and Pilgrim M., (2010) Performance of Narrow Median Wire Rope 
Barrier Installation on Centennial Highway, New Zealand, accepted for publication 
Journal of the Australasian College of Road Safety, May.  



New Zealand 
Centennial Highway – actual incident 

Source: Fabian Marsh, New Zealand Transport Agency, Wellington 
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 Infrastructure Solutions 

Review speed limits 

   Applying Safe System Thinking 
 

Safe System treatments – Higher speed roads (>80 km/h) – 
potential approach based on understanding interactions 

Source: Eric Howard, Safe System Approach Course 



Achieving a safe system… 
Requires:  
�High level commitment & coordination (government) 
�Understanding of human limitations – error prone and 

physically vulnerable  
�Understanding of interactions between the road, the 

vehicle and human factors in road injury causation – 
not just as individual contributing factors 

� Shared safety responsibility between users and road 
providers 

� Education alone is insufficient – must be coupled with 
strong enforcement 

 

Summary 
Survivable speed limits (biomechanics criterion) 

– For undivided rural roads 
– 70 km/h frontal crash 

– For urban streets with poles and hard points in 
close proximity  

– 30 km/h side impact with air-curtains 

– For intersections where T-bone impacts likely 
– 50 km/h (�V ≈ 25 km/h) with air-curtain 

– For pedestrian zones – shopping areas, school 
crossings, etc  

– 30 km/h because of potential night  collisions in poor lighting 



Questions? 


